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Socialism is a science
By Hwang Jong Ryol PT
The socialist cause of the
DPRK could win victory
after victory for decades,
which
is
unthinkable
apart from the immortal
contribution of Chairman
Kim Jong Il who clarified
the scientific accuracy and
truthfulness of socialism.
From the late 1980s to
the early 1990s socialism
suffered a setback in several
countries. When the tragic
situation
occurred,
the
imperialists and reactionaries
of history clamoured for the
“eternity” of capitalism, even
trumpeting about the “end of
socialism”.
At this juncture, Chairman
Kim Jong Il made public
the immortal classic work
Socialism Is a Science on
November 1 1994 to deal
a crushing blow to the

imperialists and renegades of
socialism.
In
the
work,
he
comprehensively analyzed
and reviewed the course
of historical development
of the socialist ideal and
socialist movement and
clearly defined that genuine
socialism and the most
advantageous and vital
socialism is man-centred,
people-centred socialism.
In
particular,
he
proved that in a society
based on individualism
class
antagonism
and
inequality are unavoidably
generated, accompanied by
exploitation and oppression,
independence of the masses
of the people cannot be
achieved and it can only be
attained in socialist society
based on collectivism, and
that it is an inevitable course
of historical development

that a society based on
individualism is transformed
into the one based on
collectivism.
It constitutes a new
formulation of the socialist
theory on the basis of
the Juche idea, the mancentred revolutionary idea,
by completely overcoming
the limitations of the
socialist theory based on the
materialistic conception of
history.
Kim Jong Il also
expounded on the intrinsic
advantages of socialism in
his work. According to it,
the intrinsic advantage of
Korean-style socialism is
that it is based on the Juche
idea.
The Juche idea clarified
that independence, creativity
and consciousness are man’s
intrinsic attributes and man,
a social being, is the only

Sea of greenhouses unfolds in
Ryonpho area
By Kwon Hyo Song PT

A large-scale greenhouse
farm was built in the Ryonpho
area on the east coast of Korea.
“A new look of socialist
farm village was unfolded as a
greenhouse farm that nothing
else can match in terms of
size, style and modernization
was built there in a matter of
a few months,” said Jo Song
Dae, manager of the Ryonpho
Greenhouse Farm.
And he said with excitement
that the Ryonpho Greenhouse
Farm, which was built
splendidly as the base for
creating rural civilization
in such a difficult period as
now, is another present that
the Workers’ Party of Korea
provides for the people.
Covering a production area of

over 100 hectares, the farm is the
one with production capacity of
over tens of thousands of tons and
with the production of vegetables
put on a modern, intensive and
industrial basis at a high level,
that for practical education
to
disseminate
advanced
agricultural technology and a
new base for rural civilization.
Over 850 hydroponic and
soil greenhouses covering
an area of 280 hectares and
over a thousand dwellings,
schools, a hall of culture and
comprehensive service facilities
designed to suit the specific
feature of the local area are
in harmony by divisions. The
large farm area demonstrating
the civilization of a new era
makes people bubble with great
admiration and passion.
The farm, once the ideal of

master of the world and the
most precious and powerful
being.
Starting from such Juchebased view of and attitude to
man, socialism of the DPRK
makes everything serve
the people and solves all
problems by enhancing their
creative role.
Therefore, the masses
of the people take the
position as masters of
everything, fulfil their due
responsibilities and role and
lead the most worthwhile
and happy life.
After that, the Chairman
published many classic
works to explain the validity,
originality, great vitality and
significance of the socialist
idea and gave correct
answers to the theoretical
and
practical
problems
arising in advancing the
Korean revolution and the

people, was built in a little
over 230 days since groundbreaking under the leadership
of the WPK.
General
Secretary
Kim Jong Un, who was
determined to build a largescale greenhouse farm in South
Hamgyong Province, a largescale industrial province with
a greater number of population
than other provinces, chose an
important military base on the
eastern front as the lot for the
farm.
And he saw to it that the
greenhouse farm was built as
a new standard of greenhouse
farm, the largest in production
area and capacity, with the
production of vegetables put
on a modern, intensive and
industrial basis at a high level
and as a new base for creating

The Ryonpho Greenhouse Farm sprawls over 100 hectares of production area.

world socialist cause.
The looks of the DPRK,
which wins victory after
victory and makes a leap
forward, overcoming severe
trials in the 1990s when
sophism about the “end of
socialism” spread, proves the
inevitability of the victory of
socialism as a science.
Today, socialism has
become the life of the Korean
people and the mainstay of
their faith.
In the DPRK the afflicted
areas where everything had
been swept by flood and
heavy rain were turned into
ideal socialist villages and
powerful measures taken to
block the whole country for
the safety of the people’s
lives, ready to suffer huge
economic losses. When
COVID-19 made inroads into
the country, officials from
the Central Committee of the

rural civilization.
Three years ago he personally
confirmed the site for the
Ryonpho Greenhouse Farm in
the face of sand storm which
raged so strongly as to make
it difficult to take steps, put
forward the construction of
the farm as the most important
task of the construction policy
for this year and solved all
problems arising in the project.
The Ryonpho Greenhouse
Farm was inaugurated on
October 10 to mark the
founding anniversary of the
WPK, thanks to the care of the
Party which regards it as the
goal of the revolution and the
state’s mode of development to
completely realize the people’s
dream and ideal.
See Feature on p4

Workers’ Party of Korea to
Party and government organs
at all levels made their way
and supplied medicines
to the last family in the
remote mountain village.
And the production of
school uniforms and supply
of nutritious foodstuffs to
children were high on the
agenda of the Party Central
Committee and luxurious
dwelling houses and new
streets were built wonderfully
in succession and provided
to the people for free. That’s
why the Korean people call
their socialist country “our
home”.
Now Korean socialism
vigorously advances towards
a brighter future, forming a
single-minded unity of the
leader, Party and people and
enjoying absolute trust and
support of the masses of the
people.

Camping at its height
at Mangyongdae
Children’s Camp
By Pang Un Ju PT
Children’s camps are situated in scenic spots
of the DPRK.
Among them is the Mangyongdae Children’s
Camp located at the foot of beautiful Mt
Ryongak, which has long been called thus as its
peak looks like a dragon about to fly up to the
sky, or called Mt Kumgang in Pyongyang for its
scenic beauty.
Thanks to the policy of the Workers’ Party
of Korea which spares nothing for the rising
generations, the camp was renovated to suit the
modern aesthetic taste in 2016.
What first catches your eye on the road to
the camp is the sight of three six-storey camp
buildings standing in a line, decorated with
bright-coloured tiles to contrast with thick forest
of the mountain.
In the cozy buildings, there are bedrooms and
folk game rooms, video game rooms, karaoke
rooms and libraries arranged to suit the sentiment
of schoolchildren.
The camp also has a two-storey hall where
campers can do colourful cultural artistic
activities. The hall has rooms for the diffusion
of knowledge on the sea and mountain-climbing,
which are designed to produce cubic effect.
The dining hall of the camp can serve meals
for many campers at a time. The hall also has a
dining room to congratulate campers who greet
their birthdays during camping and a cooking
practice room where campers can cook by
themselves.
In addition, the camp has an outdoor swimming
pool, boating-ground, animal shed, folk game
ground, basketball court and wide playground
where campers can dance and play sports games.
According to Pae Kwang Su, section chief of
the camp, over 1 170 terms of camping have so
far taken place at the camp, involving more than
1 008 000 schoolchildren since its founding.
See Mangyongdae Children’s Camp on p9
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Choe Ryong Hae inspects
various units in Nampho
KCNA
Choe Ryong Hae, member
of the Presidium of the
Political Bureau of the
Central Committee of the
Workers’ Party of Korea,
first vice-president of the
State Affairs Commission
of the DPRK and chairman
of the Standing Committee
of the Supreme People’s
Assembly, visited several
units in Nampho City.
At the kindergarten of
the Taean Heavy Machine
Complex he asked the
officials and kindergarten
teachers to bring up the
children
healthily
and
improve the educational
conditions and environment
effectively, bearing in mind
the noble intention of the
Party Central Committee
that puts first the work for
the rising generations as the
top priority affair.
Making the rounds of the
Taean Milch Cow Farm,
Komsan Goat Farm and Jisa
Farm of Hanggu District,
he stressed the need to push
forward with the work to
implement the Party’s policy
on livestock farming including
the capacity expansion project,
seed securing and creation of
grassland in a planned manner

The
Women’s
Wear
Exhibition-2022 opened in
Pyongyang on October 27.
The opening ceremony
was held at the ThreeRevolution Exhibition House

Choe Ryong Hae (right), chairman of the Standing Committee of the Supreme
People’s Assembly, visits the Komsan Goat Farm.

and to conclude this year’s
farming well by concentrating
all efforts on autumn
harvesting and threshing.
Acquainting himself with
the production of the general
foodstuff factory and bag
factory in the city, he said
officials and employees of
the factories should realize
the importance of the
development of local industry
in improving the people’s

living
standards
again
and work hard to acquire
advanced technology for
further improving the quality
and productivity of products.
Relevant units should
conduct
education
for
improving the qualifications
of law explainers and the
spirit of law observance
of
the
employees
in
combination
with
their
situation of law observance

in Pyongyang.
It was attended by Ri
Song Hak, vice-premier
and chairman of the
Korean garment industry
association, Jang Kyong Il,
minister of Light Industry,
Kwak Jong Jun, minister

of Commerce, Sung Jong
Gyu, minister of Culture,
Choe Hui Thae, chairman
of the Pyongyang Municipal
People’s Committee, and
officials and workers of the
garment industry sector and
relevant units.

The Women’s Wear
Exhibition-2022
opens in Pyongyang
on October 27.

to obtain satisfactory results.
As he learned about
the judicial affairs of the
Nampho
City
People’s
Committee, Choe discussed
the issues of enhancing the
role of deputies in correctly
implementing the popular
policies of the Party and
state, giving impetus to the
movement for winning the
title of model law-observance
county and others.

Ri Song Hak made the
opening address.
Then, the participants
looked round the exhibition
hall.
On display there were
seasonal clothes for women
in their thirties and forties
produced at over 540
units including garment
production units and tailor
shops across the country.
Technical
exchange
among garment processing
units, consultations between
consumers and garment
production units, professional
and public assessments on
presented products are to be
held during the exhibition as
well as order service.

New school commuter boats start operation
KCNA
“Mother” commuter boats
started their operation for the
students in remote mountain
villages of North and South
Phyongan, South Hwanghae
and Kangwon provinces.
Women’s union officials
and members had provided
those boats through a do-goodthing movement.
There were ceremonies for
conveying the boats at the
relevant units.
Attending the ceremonies

Taesongsan Ice
Cream Factory
inaugurated
KCNA

Women’s wear exhibition opens
KCNA

FOOTWEAR EXHIBITION

were Mun Kyong Dok, Kim
Tu Il, Pak Song Chol and
Kim Su Gil, chief secretaries
of the North Phyongan, South
Phyongan, South Hwanghae
and Kangwon provincial
committees of the Workers’
Party of Korea, Kim Jong Sun,
chairwoman of the Central
Committee of the Socialist
Women’s Union of Korea,
officials, students and their
parents and teachers.
The residents warmly sent
off the boats with students
aboard.

“Mother” commuter boats start operation for students
in remote mountain villages.

An inaugural ceremony
of the Taesongsan Ice
Cream Factory took place
on October 26.
Present there were Jon
Hyon Chol, member of
the Political Bureau and
secretary of the Central
Committee of the Workers’
Party of Korea, officials
concerned, officials of the
Kyonghung Trade Bureau,
officials and employees of
the factory and officials,
builders,
scientists,
lecturers,
researchers
and technicians of the
units who contributed to
the construction of the
factory.
Jon Hyon Chol made an
inaugural speech.
The speaker noted that
the respected Comrade
Kim Jong Un personally
initiated the construction
of the factory to provide

our people and children
with better ice cream,
chose its site and guided
in detail the issues arising
in
the
construction
including
designing,
formation of construction
force,
construction
and afforestation and
greening.
He said that the factory
is a proud creation by
the devoted struggle of
the Party members and
other working people
who uphold with their
whole mind the intention
of our Party which set it
as the supreme principle
of its activities to realize
the people’s aspiration
and demand and steadily
improve the people’s
living standard.
He expressed the belief
that the workers of the
factory would strive to
fulfil their honourable and
responsible duty.

HOME NEWS
New riding course
arranged in Chongjin
A riding course has
newly
been
arranged
in the Chongjin City
Pleasure Ground in North
Hamgyong Province.
As a result, another
foundation
has
been
provided for the working
people,
youth
and
schoolchildren
in
the
province to enjoy horse
riding and other cultural
and emotional life.
Guidance, aids for local
universities intensified
An increasing trend has
it that major universities
help the education of
local universities and
colleges.
More
than
30
universities
including
Kim Il Sung University
and
Kim
Chaek
University of Technology
are effectively engaged
in raising the educational
level of local ones.
Many teaching materials,
latest
scientific
and
technological data and
excellent
educational
methods have so far
been
introduced
into
over 70 local universities
and colleges along with
hundreds of short courses
for their lecturers.
Winners of Model
Worker Honour Prize on
increase
A growing number of

ordinary working people
are enjoying a worthwhile
life as Model Worker
Honour Prize winners in
the DPRK.
Instituted in 1989, the
prize is awarded to those
who have worked hard at
their posts for a long time.
Thousands of workers
from different parts of the
country have won this prize
up to now.
Number of young
volunteers increases
Dozens
of
young
people in Jagang Province
volunteered to work at
major theatres of socialist
construction.
Discharged soldiers in
Kanggye City applied to
work in the provincial
youth shock brigade, to be
followed by over a dozen
other young people in the
city.
Youth league members
in Songgan and Kophung
counties volunteered to
work at farms including
goat
farm.
Graduates
from Kanggye College of
Medical Sciences applied
for jobs at clinics and
hospitals in mountainous
villages and coal mines,
while those of Kanggye
Teachers Training College
volunteered as teachers at
the orphanage.
A meeting took place at
the provincial art theatre on
October 25 to congratulate
the volunteers.
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utumn footwear show draws a full house

PAK KWANG HUN / RODONG SINMUN

The autumn national footwear exhibition-2022 is held at the Pyongyang Yokjon
Department Store.

By Jong Hwa Sun PT

T

he
autumn
national
footwear
exhibition-2022 took
place from October 18 to 27
at the Pyongyang Yokjon
Department Store.
Over 100 000 pieces
of footwear in over 1 000
kinds were presented along

with more than 60 research
findings released in the
footwear industry to the
exhibition on the theme of
“Diversifying footwear in
kind, shape and colour, and
making them light and solid”.
“The past exhibitions
focused
on
grasping
consumer demand through
the sale of goods. But the

current one is aimed at
exchanging, sharing and
diffusing sci-tech successes
and experiences achieved
in improving the quality of
products between production
units,” said Kim Yu Il, chief
engineer of the footwear
industry management bureau
under the Ministry of Light
Industry.

Exhibits were diverse
and decent yet refined in
shape, gentle yet stylish and
convenient to wear, winning
favour with visitors.
Most popular were the
products of the Ryuwon
Footwear
Factory
specializing in the production
of trainers.
It exhibited over 20 000
pieces in some 80 kinds.
According to Kim Yon
Sun, head of the design
office, the factory renewed
the shoetree and shape of the
soles of trainers for men and
women and made knitwear
shoes with home-made rayon
yarn, and it is distinctive that
a new technology has been
introduced to maintain the
shape of footwear.
Others included trainers
made with natural leather
whose endurance and cold
resistance of the sole have
been improved by using
a thermoplastic elastomer
material, trainers made with
superfine artificial leather
that has soft texture and is
as good as natural leather

in physical properties and
boxing, wrestling, basketball,
tennis, volleyball, table tennis
and other sports shoes.
Most attractive was the
counter of the Wonsan
Leather Shoes Factory,
known
for
its
brand
“Maebongsan”.
Technical officer Hong
Il Gwang said that for
the successful holding of
the exhibition the factory
focused on cost reduction and
improvement of quality and
presented leather shoes and
trainers for men and women
and children’s footwear in
over 140 kinds.
The
factory,
whose
products are diverse in kind
and shape, stylish, light and
strong, recorded the highest
sales figures during the whole
period of the exhibition.
The
Sosong
Songdo
Shoemaking
Company
exhibited hundreds of kinds
of male and female leather
shoes made by combining
latest science and technology
with the traditional method
of shoemaking.

It is said that the company
creates designs of shoes
according to the different
shapes of feet on the principle
of production of small
quantities of products in
large varieties and introduces
them into production.
Among
the
units
participating in the exhibition
are small units with histories
of only a few years, as well
as factories and enterprises
boasting long histories and
traditions.
The exhibition attracted
many visitors every day as
each unit exhibited famous
products representing it in line
with the ages and jobs of the
people, seasons and their uses.
The walls of the venue
were hung with dozens of
charts introducing sci-tech
successes to help visitors
visually see and easily
understand the achievements
in each unit.
At the closing ceremony
on October 27, certificates
were issued to the winning
units and medals awarded to
a dozen excellent products.

Sci-tech presentation,
‘We’ll redouble efforts to
symposium attract public interest develop new products’
By To Kyong Chol PT

A

sci-tech achievements
presentation
and
symposium were held
during the current national
footwear exhibition.
Eye-catchers
were
research findings conducive
to ensuring the domestic
production of raw and other
materials
for
footwear
production.
Among
them
were
PVC heat stabilizer based
on paraffin which curbs
plastic separation by heat
during the PVC processing,
manufacture of a tanning
enzyme for ensuring the
flexibility
of
leather,
plasticizer based on coal tar,
coating film for completing
shoes to improve their
appearance, a method of
making liquid shoe polish
for lustre from such domestic
raw materials as beeswax and
resin, a method of producing
recycled rubber by means of
far infrared rays, a method of

recycling the cutting ends of
synthetic leather for waste
PVC plastic sole production
and others.
The manufacture of lowtemperature foam agent for
making footwear light and
paper insole for leather shoes,
which is highly waterproof,
high in moisture absorption
and dehumidification and
helps retain shape, also
attracted the public attention
as new technologies were
introduced into them.
The footwear research
institute developed the cast
of injection-moulded boots
to meet the likings of people.
According
to
key
developer and researcher
Ho Thae Ho, he developed
the cast of boots in keeping
with the feet shape of
Koreans, properly ensured
the thickness of injected
materials by applying a new
cast maintenance method
to the mould of boots and
established the structure of
boot shape. The technology

has been introduced into
the Wonsan Leather Shoes
Factory, Wonsan Footwear
Factory,
Mangyongdae
Leather Shoes Factory and
Chongjin Footwear Factory,
he added.
Officials of production
units presented valuable
study papers.
Kim Myong Dok, manager
of the Pyongyang Leather
Shoes Factory, made public a
method of designing air bagstyle confining compressor
to increase the adhesive
intensity of sole by using air
pressure, while Jo Song Ae,
chief of the Sosong Songdo
Leather Shoes Company,
presented a method of
designing a new vent curve
of women’s convenient
leather shoes.
The symposium was held
in such a way as to enable
the participants to study the
subject plan by distributing
it to them and find rational
solutions
to
relevant
problems through discussion.

Officials of
participating units
share technical
information to
improve the quality
of footwear.

Visitors choose shoes at the autumn national footwear exhibition-2022.

By Ri Jang Chol PT

O

n display at the
recent
national
footwear exhibition
were good products made
by small footwear producers
which were inaugurated not
long ago.
This year they put much
effort
into
upgrading
equipment, improving the
quality of products and
ensuring the domestic
production of raw and other
materials in order to catch
up with the units which
lead others in the footwear
production sector boasting
their long history and
tradition.
“Though our company
was inaugurated four years
ago, it presented over 40
kinds of footwear including
leather shoes and sneakers
at this exhibition,” said

Ri Myong Gwan, director
of the Cholli Footwear
Company.
At first, it had to purchase
soles from other unit, but
this year it newly made
sole production equipment
and sole moulds to ensure
the domestic production of
soles. As a result, 80 percent
of products presented at the
exhibition were those with
soles made by it, he added.
Among them were shoes
for old women and the
persons whose feet are
unusual in shape, and they
were favourably commented
upon as they look fine and
are light and convenient for
exercise.
The Juson Footwear
Company presented more
than 50 kinds of products.
Among them were those
for children which gained
special popularity.

According to the exhibitors,
parents seek children’s
shoes first. Though small,
they are not simple because
they should be beautiful
and diverse in colour, so it
requires much labour to make
them, they added.
Therefore, the company
created new designs as it
directly consulted with
purchasers, and solved the
problem of insoles and iron
cores, thus making shoes in
which children with weak
feet can feel comfortable
without pain, they said.
“We came to know well
about people’s expectations
of and demand for our
products
through
the
exhibition. We will make
redoubled efforts to produce
shoes preferred by people,”
said Ri Hyang Mi, chief
of the Juson Footwear
Company.
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Large-scale modern greenhouse vegetable production base
‘We will return favour shown by
the country’

Production area: 100 hectares
Production capacity: tens of thousands of tons

T

RI MYONG GUK / PICTORIAL KOREA

A panoramic view of the Ryonpho Greenhouse Farm with over 850 blocks of one-hectare, 1 000- and 500-square-metre hydroponic and soil greenhouses.

Vegetable production put on modern, intensive
and industrial footing
preserving cover are higher and
longer than before.
Among over 830 semihe Ryonpho Greenhouse
arched double-sheet hydroponic
Farm, in which a sea of
greenhouses,
dozens
of
greenhouses
stretches
seedling greenhouses, where
out boundlessly, has over 850
geothermal heating pipes were
greenhouses, each of which
installed to ensure the growth of
covers a hectare, 1 000m2 and
seedlings, can reportedly ensure
500m2 in area.
the cultivation of vegetable
“Our greenhouse farm is
seedlings all the year round.
a
large-scale
greenhouse
Soil cultivation greenhouses
vegetable producer in which the
covered with inclined roofs of
production of vegetables is on a
glass panes interconnecting
modern, intensive and industrial
with each other and a dozen
basis. Advanced technologies
soil cultivation greenhouses
including
hydroponic
covered with arched roofs of
cultivation and comprehensive
interconnecting vinyl sheets are
liquid nutrient analyzing system
also effective as each of them
have been introduced into each
covers an area of a hectare to
greenhouse to ensure high
ensure the high
utilization
rate
of machines and
the production of
different kinds of
vegetables suitable
for soil cultivation.
The hydroponic
and soil cultivation
greenhouses,
i n c l u d i n g
hydroponic
greenhouses covered
with inclined roofs
of glass panes
interconnecting with
each other which can
be referred to as the
model of practical
education farm for
diffusing advanced
agricultural
technology,
are
equipped with an
automatic system
of supply nutrient
solution by which
the
characteristic
values
including
Vegetables grow at a soil greenhouse covered with arched roofs of interconnecting vinyl sheets.
the amount of
By Kwon Hyo Song PT

T

productivity,” said Choe Myong
Chol, senior staffer of the farm.
According to him, the farm
turns out cucumber, tomato, red
pepper, watermelon, bok choy,
celery and various other fruit
and green vegetables.
It is a larger-scale farm
furnished with more advanced
technology and equipment than
the Jungphyong Greenhouse
Farm which was built earlier in
the country.
Over 830 semi-arched doublesheet hydroponic greenhouses
nestling like one in a huge
area, for example, are designed
to manage the environment
and liquid nutrients on a
scientific and optimized way

while correctly understanding
the growth of crops and
the condition of cultivation
substrates.
The greenhouses can increase
heat-preserving effect with the
help of double-vinyl sheet system
and heat-preserving cover to
produce vegetables under the
condition with no heating system,
save manpower and improve
productivity by introducing a
soilless cultivation method.
To meet the climatic
characteristics of the Ryonpho
area, in which wind blows hard,
highly functional and quality
vinyl sheets with tensile strength
are used and the quality level
and lifespan of truss and heat-

consumption of nutrient solution
according to vegetable crops
and stages of their growth are
measured scientifically and the
solution is supplied accordingly.
And
a
high-performance
integrated production system
with different functions added to
it is in operation there.
According to Kim Jin
Hyok, chief of the vegetable
technology laboratory, the
temperature, humidity and
salinity of all the greenhouses
and all other data are measured
automatically, and nutrient
solution
is
automatically
supplied according to weather
and time and the management
of environment is done
automatically. In particular,
the hydroponic greenhouses
covered with inclined roofs of
glass panes interconnecting
with each other are modern
ones where everything is done
on a scientific, unmanned and
automatic footing.
The Ryonpho Greenhouse
Farm is designed to save much
fertilizer and put production on
a normal track as its humus soil
production process is rationally
furnished,
the
hydroponic
greenhouses are fully equipped
with a foundation for specially
producing cultivation substrates
and distributed nutrient solution
is sterilized and supplemented
with nutritive elements to be
reused.
“Our farm was built and is in
operation for the people both
in name and reality. A variety
of vegetables produced here
will be supplied to residents in
Hamhung and other parts of the
province in the near future to
give them joy,” said manager Jo
Song Dae.

he soil cultivation
greenhouses covered
with inclined roofs of
glass panes interconnecting
with each other and over 830
semi-arched double-vinyl
sheet-covered hydroponic
greenhouses are run on the
basis of modern hydroponic
cultivation technology.
All the characteristic
values
are
measured
scientifically, including the
amount of consumption of
nutrient solution according
to vegetable crops and
their stages of growth, and
an automatic system of
supplying relevant nutrient
solution and a highperformance
integrated
production system with
different functions added

to it are in operation.
Our vegetable technology
laboratory, for instance,
is equipped with latest
facilities.
Really, the county built
our Ryonpho Greenhouse
Farm with great efforts.
We are filled with
enthusiasm to repay the
favour of the country
with a rich harvest, as
it provided this largescale modern greenhouse
farm in order to solve
the vegetable problem
of residents in South
Hamgyong Province.
Our researchers will
work hard to supply fresh
vegetables to the local
people by continuously
introducing
advanced

techniques to reenergize
vegetable production.
Kim Jin Hyok, chief of
the vegetable technology
laboratory of the Ryonpho
Greenhouse Farm
I came to realize what kind
of happiness the country
intends to give us.
Whenever I see the
village, it seems that
Pothong Riverside Terraced
Houses District in Kyongrudong of Pyongyang has
been moved to the land of
Ryonpho on the east coast
of Korea.
It is really a spectacle to
behold.
Low- and single-storey
houses for more than a

thousand families are
all different in form and
shape.
Indeed, famous villas and
luxury residential quarters
in other countries can’t
match the village.
It is really dreamlike
that we ordinary workers
will live in such wonderful
houses.
I have come to realize
keenly what kind of
happiness the Party wants
to provide to the people as I
see the farm village.
Our Party (the Workers’
Party of Korea) and socialist
system are the best.
Pak Hye Sim, employee
of the Ryonpho Greenhouse
Farm

Spectacular view of residential area at greenhouse farm
By Kil Chung Il PT

T

he greenhouse farm is
a sight to behold, and
the district of luxurious
houses for its employees creates a
magnificent spectacle as well.
“Seeing the luxurious houses
built on the Pothong riverside in
Pyongyang in April this year, we
were very envious of their owners.
But now a district of luxurious
houses like them has sprung up
in Ryonpho-ri where we live and
ordinary employees of the farm
like me have become owners of
these houses. I feel as if I dream,
but it is a reality,” said Kim U
Chol living in neighbourhood unit
No.1 of Ryonpho-ri.
Visitors to the dwelling
houses district of the Ryonpho
Greenhouse
Farm
express
their open admiration for the
picturesque rural village at the
seaside of Ryonpho where green
forests of pine trees stretch far and
wide and flocks of white seagulls
fly in the air at any time.
Single- and low-storey houses
of all forms, school, hall of
culture, general service amenities
and others creating a complete
harmony with each other in each
section, roads of the village evenly
paved with asphalt and fruit trees
rustling lightly in the autumn
wind—it looks as if all these
welcome the owners of the new
houses who would settle in them.
The dwelling houses here are
so designed as to provide the
residents with every convenience.
To cite an example, the terraced
house is composed of a spacious
living room with veranda on the
upper floor and another neat living
room connected to the kitchen,
washroom, toilet, storehouse
and others on the lower floor. It
looks larger and cozier than the

previously built farmhouses with
After looking round the houses bestowed by the country.
employee, said that all welfare the WPK that gives top priority to
the same floor space.
in the village, she said that she
“It is very convenient for parents service
amenities
including the people’s convenience in life in
Embracing 113 blocks of single- could not believe it and she felt with several children like me that pharmacy, shop, post office building their houses.
and low-storey houses for over like dreaming. She wanted to live nursery and kindergarten stand and laundry are arranged in line
In Ryonpho everyone expresses
1 000 families in 99 different a day in every house, she noted, side by side near the houses,” said forming a group of buildings and their gratitude to the WPK for
styles, the village gives visitors the expressing her resolve to put down Kim Song Sim, who is to become it made him feel again the validity the great favour it bestowed on
impression that they have come to their roots at the farm generation the owner of a luxurious house.
and vitality of the policy on the the farmers to enjoy socialist
a famous holiday resort or tourist after generation and return favour
Pak Kwang Hyok, a farm construction of dwelling house of civilization.
attraction.
The Workers’
Party of Korea
has
provided
the
people
with
many
dwelling houses
and
cultural
recreation
centres, setting
new standards
and developing
new
models
continuously
over the past
ten years. But
in this rural
village everyone
can feel the
new height and
brilliant
new
leap of socialist
civilization
again with great
excitement.
A
woman
who
recently
volunteered to
work at the farm
with her husband
from Jungdolri of Toksong
County wanted
so much to see
the house they
would live in
that they took
a bus in the
early morning
and
hurriedly
came
from
over a hundred
kilometres away.
The village of the Ryonpho Greenhouse Farm has 113 blocks of single- and low-storey houses for over 1 000 families built in 99 different styles.
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LAND ADMINISTRATION

R&D

Quality dental hygiene
supplies developed
By Han Jong Ho PT

T
HONG KWANG NAM / THE PYONGYANG TIMES

Mountains are covered with thick forests in Unsan County.

Land management progresses through allpeople campaign
By Hwang Jong Ryol PT

A

ll the Korean people
have turned out like
one in the campaign
for minimizing the damage
from calamitous abnormal
climate
phenomena,
with the importance of
land management being
highlighted with the passage
of time.
Land management is
not merely the work for
protecting
human
and

material resources from
natural disasters, but a
patriotic undertaking to
defend the people’s lives and
property and protect the land
of the country, a mass-based
endeavour involving the
whole country and society
and all the people, not a few
people.
Information
and
organizational work have
further been stepped up to
conduct land management
more briskly as all-people

activities.
A well-knit system was
established to organize and
command it in a unified
manner. Every region and
unit pushes ahead with land
management, regarding it as
a duty-bound important task.
Tree-planting is conducted
vigorously throughout the
country every year.
In the DPRK, where
mountains cover most of
the country’s territory, all
the people strive to develop

mountains of their regions
into thick forests that can
contribute to the people’s
livelihood and economic
development.
When Kim Jong Un,
general secretary of the
Workers’ Party of Korea,
planted trees together with
the participants in the Second
Conference of Secretaries of
Primary Committees of the
WPK on Tree-planting Day
in March this year, he said
that tree-planting is due work

of all citizens on this land
and sacred patriotic work of
planting seeds of happiness
and shaping the future with
their sweat and efforts.
Besides, many projects
for erosion control, river
improvement
and
road
administration and so on
related to land management
are steadily carried out
according to a well thoughtout plan.
Everyone
devotes
themselves to this work,

regarding it as their duty to
spruce up their native places
into pleasant and beautiful
places to live in with their
efforts. Strenuous efforts are
being made to learn experience
from advanced units.
In the course of this, the
number of rangers and road
keepers who have worked
in all sincerity at remote
mountains is on the increase
and they are held in respect
and affection by the country
and people.

Afforestation for erosion
control in full swing

District gives facelift to its land,
environment

By Chae Hyang Ok PT

By Ryom Un Gyong PT

T

he Fourth Plenary
Meeting of the Eighth
Central Committee
of the Workers’ Party of
Korea stressed the need to
steadily push forward with
the afforestation for erosion
control all the year round.
Significant
successes
have been achieved across
the country thanks to the
high enthusiasm and sincere
efforts of officials and
working people to carry out
the task.
Kangwon Province has
undertaken an afforestation
project for erosion control in
the surrounding mountains
of the township area of
Kimhwa County to provide
a model for the country to
copy.
Appropriate
safety
measures are taken in all

areas across the country
to prevent damage caused
by land and rock slides
into valleys and mountain
brooks by putting efforts
into afforestation and water
conservancy.
River
improvement
projects are rolling full
steam ahead throughout the
country.
They have produced
better results this year than
the same period of last year.
Unsan County patiently
forged ahead with river
improvement
to
bring
dozens of hectares of new
land under the plough and
Jangjin County created
favourable conditions for
electric power production.
Though it was hit by
heavy rain accompanied
by downpour this year,
Pongsan County properly
responded to it and

minimized the damage by
dredging rivers and building
embankment substantially.
The forest restoration
campaign has been stepped
up in all parts of the country.
Trees were planted in
hundreds of hectares of area
in the City of Samjiyon,
Ryanggang Province. Amid
a mass campaign to plant
more trees, lots of trees
were planted in hundreds of
units across the country.
National
sci-tech
presentation in the sector
of land and environmental
protection-2022
and
several other occasions
encouraged the sharing
of scientific and technical
successes
to
improve
land administration and
environmental protection,
giving renewed impetus to
the improvement of land
administration.

R

angnang
District
of Pyongyang has
achieved
signal
successes in the protection
and management of land and
environment.
“All residents and other
working people in the district
turned out voluntarily and
spruced up their villages
wonderfully by themselves
and they are very proud of
it,” said Jong Kum Chol,
a staffer of the district
department of land and
environment protection and
management.
According to him, there
were a multitude of obstacles
and difficulties in improving
land and environment of the
district in the beginning.
Because the land and
environment protection and
management itself requires

Sangwon poplars take roots across nation
By Kim Il Jin PT

I

t has been several years
since Sangwon poplar
known to be a fastgrowing and economically
beneficial tree species took
roots in Jungsan County.
Now it is spreading across
the country beyond the

boundaries of the county.
According
to
Ri
Hyo Il, manager of the
Jungsan County Forestry
Management
Station,
Sangwon poplar was bred
by crossing black poplar
with Korean poplar and it
generally grows more than
two metres a year up to 25

metres.
While
having
high
capacities of storing water
and purifying air, it is of high
utility as a fuel as its heating
value is greater than brown
coal. It is also effective as
pulp wood and in forming a
windbreak forest.
The county which has

planted lots of the tree is now
enjoying great benefits.
It
sends
well-grown
saplings
to
numerous
localities and units across
the country and organizes
exhibitions to generalize their
successes and experience
gained in tree cultivation.
All provinces, cities and

huge manpower, material
resources and investments,
such as road repair, river
improvement, dredging of
rivers, and others.
The district, however,
grasped the detailed situation
of the building sites and
worked out scientific and
realistic plans. On the basis
of them, it now organizes
the work meticulously by
making effective use of
equipment and materials.
All residents of the district
have taken an active part in
the work, regarding it as a
patriotic undertaking.
Hundreds of thousands
of good species of trees
including Sangwon poplar
and Larix lepolepis have now
rooted in the tree nursery
thousands of square metres
in area.
And roads were repaired
wonderfully and resting

places turned into parks,
creating a new landscape.
Officials of the youth
league committee and other
young people in the district
disposed of large quantities
of sediments in several
areas to remove the traces
of damage in the rainy
season and provided a clean
environment.
Residents of Chungsongdong No.1 and Rangnangdong No.1 show a good
example in sprucing up their
villages cleanly in a cultured
way.
And the construction
of cozy and modern farm
houses now goes full steam
ahead in Namsa-ri.
“We will work harder to
make not only our district
but also Pyongyang more
beautiful and wonderful,”
said An Jae Son, head of the
district department.

counties have included
examining suitable areas for
growing Sangwon poplars
and planting them in their
long-term plans for creating
forests, and are implementing
them according to yearly
plans.
Especially, cities and
counties in South Hwanghae
Province set places for
planting the trees on the
principle of planting the
right tree in the right soil

and are directing efforts to
tree-planting and sapling
production.
“It is of great importance
to plant and tend more
trees of good species in
making progress in land
and urban management and
providing people with more
convenient and civilized
living conditions,” said
Kim Jong Chol, a staffer of
the Ministry of Land and
Environment Protection.

he dental hygiene
supplies
research
institute
of
the
Pyongyang Dental Hygiene
Supplies
Factory
has
developed different kinds
of quality dental hygiene
supplies.
Among them there are
functional and medical
toothpastes and gargles.
One of the toothpastes
is potassium nitrate antihypersensitivity toothpaste
which, as a functional one,
makes up for the lost enamel
of teeth.
The toothpaste is said to
be good even for toothache.
There are also poplar
antibacterial and aloe antiinflammatory toothpastes
capable of preventing and
treating pyorrhoea alveolaris
and periodontal disease.
Nicotine-removing toothpaste in particular is in
great demand as it removes
not only the nicotine marks
caused by smoking on teeth
and the relevant smell but
also the spots caused by tea
or coffee on teeth.

Different
gargles
including the domipheni one
and the one for epidermal
growth are also popular with
users.
The domipheni gargle
with antibacterial and antiinflammatory
functions
is effective in removing

halitosis and in treating
swollen
tonsils
and
toothache.
The one for epidermal
growth helps mouth injuries
heal quickly.
“People are different
in the condition of teeth,
so they need different

toothpastes. We do relevant
research with emphasis put
on developing different
kinds of toothpaste which
are to our people’s liking
and can prevent and treat
different dental diseases,”
said Jon Chol Jin, director
of the institute.

AN YONG CHOL / THE PYONGYANG TIMES

A scientific research is conducted to improve the quality of gargle at the dental
hygiene supplies research institute of the Pyongyang Dental Hygiene Supplies
Factory.

Institute invents method of breeding
good varieties of fruit trees
By Ri Sang Il PT

O

ur institute focuses
on research into
raising good strains
of wild fruit trees suited to the
climatic and soil conditions
of our country, good in
taste and quality and high
in productivity, preserving
their characteristics and
spreading them widely,
said Ri Hyon Song, director
of the institute of forest
of economic value of the
Academy of Forestry.
The
institute
has
researched and introduced
new
bud-grafting
techniques.
Among them is the one of
grafting pine nut tree buds.
After raising high-yield
species of white pine

nut trees and clarifying
the
characteristics
of
the species, researchers
succeeded in completing a
new technique of grafting
buds of pine nut trees high
in multiplication and rooting
rates. The technique ensures
easy grafting manipulation
and high grafting rate and
makes it possible to increase
the productivity of the
trees twice as compared to
ordinary seedlings, plant
them 1.5 time closer than
before and begin to gather
the fruit over 8 years earlier.
The
application
of
the technique to many
mountains in the central and
northern parts of the country
helped remarkably raise the
rooting rate of pine nut trees
there, opening up a bright

prospect for creating pine
nut tree forests on a large
scale.
They also invented a
method of grafting trees
by means of germinated
seeds, thus reducing the
sapling production cycle
and increasing sapling
production four times.
And they completed
a technique of grafting
buds for improving native
Korean evodia into a good
strain, laying a scientific
foundation for turning the
trees into such strains in the
shortest possible time.
Besides, they clarified
the seasonal developmental
phases and morphological
specificity of varieties of
seabuckthorn trees and their
growth and fruit-bearing

characteristics
for
the
purpose of mass-producing
the saplings of such trees
high in medicinal value.
On the basis of this,
they invented a method
of vegetative propagation
for which not only fresh
but also old branches can
be used instead of seeds to
suit the actual conditions
of the country, providing
a prospect for raising the
actual production rate of
good strains of seabuckthorn
tree saplings to over 90
percent.
Furthermore,
they
invented a technique of
creating
seabuckthorn
forests in northern alpine
regions, making it possible
to double their fruit
productivity per hectare.

Forestry work put on scientific basis
By Sin Pyol PT

T

he forestry sector
pays attention to
raising the scientific
level of forestry work.
The Ministry of Forestry
has worked out a detailed
state-by-stage plan for this
and carefully organizes the
work for its execution and
command of it.

It puts efforts into ensuring
scientific accuracy of the
survey of forest resources
and felling plans.
The provincial forestry
management bureaus and
mine
prop
production
stations draw up felling
plans and various designs on
the basis of field survey and
drone-beamed photographs
of the cyclic felling areas to

improve the informatization
and scientific level of the
forestry sector.
The forest science institute
planted a seed-gathering forest
covering over a dozen hectares
by securing saplings of good
species of trees and introduced
a new sapling growth
stimulant and insecticide.
Its
researchers
push
ahead with the designing of

various kinds of machines
and equipment to be made
to increase the proportion
of forestry work done by
machines.
The forestry management
bureaus and forestry stations
in all provinces direct efforts
to the diffusion of scientific
and technical knowledge
among employees to make
them intelligent workers.
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Sci-tech
presentations,
symposiums
In basic science sector
The national sci-tech
presentation in the basic
science sector took place
at the Grand People’s
Study House between
October 17 and 21 under
the sponsorship of the
Central Committee of the
General Federation of
Science and Technology
of Korea.
Presented at the event
were more than 400
pieces of valuable study
papers submitted by
lecturers, researchers and
postgraduate
students
from dozens of units.
In hydrometeorological,
marine sectors
The
national
scitech
presentation
and
symposium
in
hydrometeorological
and
marine
sectors
took
place
under
the
co-sponsorship
of
the
Korean
hydrometeorology
society and Korean
oceanography society of
the Central Committee
of
the
General
Federation of Science
and
Technology
of
Korea between October
17 and 21.
The presentation divided
into
meteorological,
hydrological and ocean
panels drew over 100
papers from ten-odd units
including Kim Il Sung
University and the State
Hydro-meteorological
Administration.
The
symposium
discussed ways to forecast
disastrous
abnormal
climate phenomena on a
scientific basis and newly
establish a flood forecast
engineering system.
In medical appliances
sector
The
national
scitech presentation in the
medical appliances sector
took place in the way
of
videoconferencing
between October 19 and
21 under the sponsorship
of the Korean Association
of Medical Appliances
under
the
Central
Committee of the General
Federation of Science and
Technology of Korea.
Presented there were
more than 100 valuable
study papers conducive
to building up the antiepidemic foundation of
the country and stepping
up the development and
domestic
production
of
modern
medical
appliances and supplies.
Made public there were
innovative and original
hypotheses and ideas
presented by students of

Kim Chaek University
of
Technology
and
Huichon University of
Technology for producing
cutting-edge
medical
appliances by introducing
cell engineering and
biotechnology.
In chemical industry
sector
A
national
scitech presentation and
symposium
in
the
chemical industry sector
was held at the Namhung
Youth Chemical Complex
between October 18 and
20 under the sponsorship
of the Korean chemical
industry association of
the Central Committee of
the General Federation of
Science and Technology
of Korea.
They drew officials,
lecturers, researchers and
graduate students from
educational institutions
and chemical industry
units.
Study papers produced
in the course of research
works for thoroughly
turning the structure of
the country’s chemical
industry into a Jucheoriented one based on
domestic materials were
presented at the event
which was held on
the theme of domestic
production and recycling
of raw and other materials,
fuels and equipment.
In land, environmental
protection sector
The
national
scitech presentation in the
land and environmental
protection
sector2022(second round) began
on October 20, sponsored
by the Central Committee
of the DPRK Nature
Conservation Union.
The presentation is
aimed
at
improving
land
development
and
management,
environmental protection
and nature conservation
and management by
sharing successes and
experiences gained in
the sectors in the past ten
years and introducing
them into reality without
fail.
Over 150 valuable
research findings and
products were exhibited
at the presentation to be
held in the form of virtual
exhibition through the
Jagangryok website, a
technical trade platform.
The virtual exhibition
can be visited by using
computers and mobile
phones.
The presentation will
continue until November
20.
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LIFE

MANGYONGDAE CHILDREN’S CAMP

Fitness centre gains growing popularity
Working people, youth
and schoolchildren have
a good time, building up
their physical strength
and enjoying cultural
life at the Thongil Street
Fitness Centre.

Pleasant days of
camping

JON KWANG HUN / THE PYONGYANG TIMES

By Yun Ki Song PT

T

he Thongil Street
Fitness Centre is a
modern public service
base built for physical
training and promotion of
people’s health.
Youth and students and
working people build up
their physical strength,
do therapeutic exercises
and enjoy cultural and
emotional life at the centre
equipped with various sports
apparatuses and treatment
facilities.
“Since it was inaugurated

on October 16 2012
the centre has served
Pyongyang citizens as an
enjoyable space inseparable
from their life,” said Pak
Yun Mi, chief of the service
department.
In the fitness hall on
the ground floor there are
dozens of kinds of sports
equipment including those
for running, cycling and
arm and leg exercises. Here,
customers are engrossed in
physical training as they use
facilities appropriate to their
constitutions and ages.
“As I have become

RI TONG MYONG / RODONG SINMUN

Kwon Sung Hyok’s family in Mirae-dong, Phyongchon
District, Pyongyang has three photos they keep as
heirlooms.

By Kim Hak Chol PT

T

he Korean people
regard photos taken
with their leader as the
most precious heirlooms in
their families.
The family of Kwon
Sung Hyok living in Miraedong, Phyongchon District,
Pyongyang,
has
such
treasures.
Kwon, who is an official
of Pyongyang University of
Computer Technology, had
a photo taken with General
Secretary Kim Jong Un at a
factory on July 29 2016.

That day, Kwon explained
to the General Secretary,
on an inspection tour of the
factory, about the integrated
manufacturing
system
established at the factory by
lecturers and researchers of
the university and thanked
him, saying that he received
a new flat on Mirae Scientists
Street for free.
Saying earnestly that
he wanted to even pluck
a star from the sky for the
scientists who were making
contributions to the building
of a powerful socialist
country with science and

attached to the physical
training facilities of this
centre, I have become a
kind of sports master at
my factory. Now it is my
habit to visit the centre
overflowing with strength,
passion and optimism of life
after a day’s work,” said Ri
Myong Chol, worker of the
Pyongyang Textile Machine
Factory.
Two fitness halls on the
first floor are equipped
with various pieces of
sports equipment including
horizontal
and
vertical
cycling
facilities
and

technology, the General
Secretary had a photo
taken with lecturers and
researchers, including Kwon,
who were mobilized for the
modernization of the factory.
Kwon’s wife, Choe Won
Hui, is a worker of the
Pyongyang Pharmaceutical
Factory. Fortunately, she
also had a photo taken with
the General Secretary in her
workplace in January 2018.
“I want to have another
photo taken with him after
my workplace is turned
into a model factory in the
sector of the pharmaceutical
industry,” she said.
Kwon’s son, Kwon Rin, had
a photo taken with the General
Secretary in celebration of the
66th founding anniversary of
the Korean Children’s Union
in June 2012 when he was
a student of a junior middle
school.
Later, he entered a
university and had the honour
of receiving Kim Il Sung
scholarship and winning
Scientific Search Prize for
Students.
Proud of their rare fortune,
Kwon’s family members are
striving to do more good
things for the country and
people.

comprehensive
exercise
apparatuses for women.
Particularly,
several
recuperative rooms are their
favourite haunt.
In these rooms women
receive different services
including beauty treatment
and massage. According
to Pak Yun Mi, special
services are provided for
women on such holidays
as March 8 International
Women’s Day and July
30, the anniversary of the
promulgation of the Law on
Sex Equality.
The fitness hall on the

By Ko Kwang Yon PT

P

ang Yong Sim lives in
Waudo-dong, Waudo
District of Nampho
City. The war veteran is
now called a “war veteran
grandmother
poetess”
and a “grandmother of
bookshop”.
Visitors can see the
certificate
of
youth
literature prize and many
books filling a wall of
her house in a low-storey
apartment house.
She had purchased the
books one by one when she
studied literature. But now
villagers, young people
and schoolchildren visit her
home one after another to
read the books, turning her
house into a bookshop.
She began to write poems
during the Korean war.
As a teenage girl, she
learned to write Korean
alphabets for the first time
after Korea’s liberation
from Japanese military
rule and studied to her
heart’s content with a
dream of becoming a
poetess in the future.

second floor is furnished with
comprehensive apparatuses
for such exercises as rowing,
running and vibration. Ri
Kwang Chol, employee of the
centre, said that the butterfly
chest-muscle
training
apparatus seen by General
Secretary Kim Jong Un is
popular among young men.
The
table-tennis
hall
capable of accommodating
dozens of players at a
time always bustles with
visitors as it is a scene of
matches never inferior to
professionals’.
The water ultrasonic hall

However, the dark cloud
of war hanged over the
country soon.
Such valuable dream
compelled the young girl to
jump into the flames of war
without hesitation.
In great excitement she
felt an irresistible impulse
to write poems.
So she wrote poems and
kept her diary every day.
Serving as a nurse in a
field hospital, she often
recited her simple poems to
the wounded soldiers and
comrades-in- arms.
Seeing
the
soldiers
renewing their will to
annihilate the enemy as
they heard her crude poems,
she realized how effective
a piece of writing was in
encouraging the people.
She was seriously injured
while rescuing wounded
soldiers from the enemy
bombing and discharged
from the military service.
And she graduated from
the then teachers’ training
school and became a
teacher.
Later,
she
studied
literature to her heart’s

on the ground floor also
attracts many.
Equipped with dry and
wet saunas, ultrasonic water
jets and high-pressure water
showers, it relieves working
people of fatigue from a
day’s work to bring them joy
and laughter.
“Our fitness centre has
a daily accommodation
capacity of about 1 000
visitors. It gains growing
popularity as a public service
base contributing to the
improvement of health of the
people,” said director Kim
Hye Sun.

content through the studywhile-you-work educational
system.
Poem was just her life and
her life was just poem.
She wrote poems again
and again by reflecting her
ardent love for the country
and hatred towards the
enemy.
She hoped fervently
that her poems would
serve as ideological and
spiritual food for the new
generations, though little.
Her poems were carried by
magazine Youth Literature
several times to find great
favour with young readers.
In the course of it, her
poem “I will live forever
as a soldier” won the youth
literature prize.
“I often remember my
comrades-in-arms
who
sacrificed their lives without
hesitation for the future of
the country. At that time I
harden my resolve to write
more good poems which
will help implant the spirit
of the generation of war
victors in the minds of the
rising generations,” said
Pang.

By Pang Un Ju PT

A

t the Mangyongdae
Children’s
Camp
standing as a palace
of children at the foot of
beautiful Mt Ryongak,
over 1 000 students of
junior middle schools in
Pyongyang started autumn
camping from October 17 to
22.
“Autumn camping takes
place between September
and November 15.
We place stress on
mountain climbing because
the camp is near Mt Ryongak
and also organize various
other activities like boating,
outdoor cooking, video
games and sports games
so as to make students
consolidate the knowledge
they have acquired and build
up their physical strength,”
said Pae Kwang Su, section
chief of the camp.
When a bugle note rings
out to signal the start of
mountain climbing, students
put mountaineering clothes on
and go mountain-climbing.
Mt Ryongak which they
will climb up is 292 metres
above the sea and the way to
Tae Peak, which is covered
with fallen leaves and old
acorns, is 1 060 metres long
with an average incline of 40
degrees.
On the way there are a
dozens-of-metre-long steep
and slippery rock ridge and
protruding huge rocks that
seem about to roll down over
the head.
“It was hard to climb the
steep mountain. But when

RYU KWANG HYOK / THE PYONGYANG TIMES

Schoolchildren enjoy themselves, consolidating what they learned and
building up their physical strength at the Mangyongdae Children’s Camp.

I reached the Songdok
Pavilion on the top of
Tae Peak and got a view
of the beautiful city of
Pyongyang as a whole, I
had a throb in my heart and
felt invigorated,” said Kim
Tae Bom, student of Jonu
Junior Middle School in
Moranbong District.
Boating is part of the
camping routine eagerly
awaited by campers.
Riding boats different in
shape, including swan- and
car-shaped ones, students
enjoy themselves, handling
the steering wheels and
working the pedals with
all their strength without
knowing the passage of time.
Paek Ye Rim, student
of Sangsin Junior Middle
School in Sosong District,
said that she had taken a
boat with her father on the
Taedong River but never
known there was a boatingground in the mountain,
expressing her delight in
her improvised poem “A
small lake in a mountain, our
boating ground”.
Campers can cook rice
outdoors and cook dishes in
a cooking practice room by
themselves.
They learn how to
make simple dishes and
put cooking materials on
cutting boards wearing caps
and aprons. But without
knowing what to do, boys
furtively look at girls and
some girls skilfully make
different dishes, saying that
they have always seen their
mothers cook.
According to Choe Kum

Ju, instructor of the camp,
not only girls but boys take
part in cooking practice with
a considerable curiosity
about cooking and students
who have come this time are
fairly good at cooking.
Enthusiasm for sports
games held during camping
is great.
Players do their best for
victory of their teams in
different events and other
campers cheer their teams at
the top of their voice beating
drums and gongs. This adds
to the pleasant atmosphere
of camping.
Sports games serve as
a significant opportunity
to implant the sense of
organization and of unity in
the minds of students and
demonstrate the might of
collective to the full, class
teachers said.
Besides, campers take
photos of their memorable
life at the camp, spending a
good time in the folk game
room, video game room and
animal shed.
In the evening, they dance
to the tune of light music in
the playground and cheerful
singing from the karaoke
room resounds to the night
sky.
“During the camping, I
received a birthday spread
prepared by teachers and the
camp’s cooks. At that time,
I had unusual feelings. I will
never forget the happy days
when I have spent with my
classmates at the camp,”
said Yun Song Jin, student
of Kinjae Junior Middle
School in Sosong District.
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COMMENT

Kim Il Sung performs immortal
feats for independence, state
building in African countries

PROVIDED TO
THE PYONGYANG TIMES

T

he African continent,
once known as a supply
centre of raw materials
and fuel to imperialism and a
symbol of backwardness and
poverty groaning under the
colonial domination, is turning
into a continent that is advancing
toward development along the
road of independence by its own
effort.
Today’s Africa makes us recall
with deep emotion the immortal
feats performed by President
Kim Il Sung, who selflessly
provided both material and
moral support to the people of
the African countries for their
cause of independence and state
building.
President Kim Il Sung
met Modibo Keita, the first
president of the Republic of
Mali, and his party who visited
our country from October 23 to
28 1964. Reading the earnest
desire of the President of Mali
to learn from the experiences
gained in the DPRK, President
Kim Il Sung told him that every
country should combine largescale central industry with smallscale local industry in order to

develop its economy. He taught
in detail the methods for solving
the problems arising in building a
new society in Mali.
Being so charmed by the
personality and noble virtues of
President Kim Il Sung, President
Keita extended his visit schedule.
During this period, he looked
round Kiyang Tractor Factory
(at that time) and other medium
and small-scale local industrial
factories that were creating
new miracles and innovations
every day by their own strength
and technology. As he visited
these factories, he expressed his
excitement saying that this is
just what they need to learn and
on the basis of this experience
they would formulate the policy
on economic construction of the
country.
As the weather got colder,
President Kim Il Sung sent him
an overcoat, worrying about his
health. President Keita received
the gift and said with deep emotion
that it was the first time for him
to be granted with such love
and affection. And he expressed
his feelings that the DPRK is
his second fatherland and that
Comrade Kim Il Sung is a leader
who is as benevolent as a father.
Thereafter,
President

Kim Il Sung paid deep attention

to the struggle of the Malian
people to build independent
national economy and dispatched
our able technicians to this
country to build a ceramic factory
free of charge.
Between the late 1960s and
the early 1970s, President
Kim Il Sung also saw to it
that enormous free assistance
including weaponry and military
supplies was provided to the
Angolan people, extending
active support to their struggle
for national liberation against
colonial rule. He also took
steps to spare no efforts to train
national liberation fighters in
Angola.
And also in the 1970s and 1980s,
many state leaders of African
countries including Samora
Moises Machel, chairman of the
Mozambique Liberation Front
and Commander-in-Chief of the
Mozambican People’s Liberation
Army, and Gnassingbe Eyadema,
president of the Republic of
Togo, visited our country to
receive valuable teachings from
President Kim Il Sung.
President Kim Il Sung warmly
welcomed them as goodwill
envoys and extended full support
and solidarity to their struggle

for national independence and
independent development. He
also gave teachings in details
about various things. They
include rich struggling experience
from the great anti-Japanese
war, the spirit of self-reliance by
which the Korean workers made
tractors with bare hands after
the Fatherland Liberation War
and proud achievements of our
people who built an independent,
self-reliant and self-defensive
socialist industrialized country.
In high praise of President
Kim Il Sung who provided
sincere support for the African
people struggling for national
liberation and building a new
society, the statement “If one
wants to make revolution,
he
must
meet
Comrade
Kim Il Sung” was on everyone’s
lips throughout the whole African
continent at that time.
The exploits of President
Kim Il Sung who extended
sincere support to the African
people in their struggle for
independence and justice and
laid a firm cornerstone for the
long-standing bilateral relations
of friendship and cooperation
between the DPRK and African
countries will shine forever along
with the century.

Efforts go into training talented scientists,
technicians
Tong Chol Min

Vice-president of Kim Hyong Jik University of Education

T

oday, our country attaches
great
importance
to
science and technology in
its development.
The Fifth Plenary Meeting of
the Eighth Central Committee
of the Workers’ Party of
Korea stressed the need to
concentrate national efforts on
rapidly developing science by
holding science and technology
as the lifeline of economic
development.
In February last year, General

BYWORD
The Ryonpho Greenhouse
Farm has been built as the world’s
largest base for producing
greenhouse vegetables in the
eastern area of the DPRK.
It has a production area of
100 hectares and its production
capacity reaches to tens of
thousands of tons. It is a

Secretary Kim Jong Un pointed
to the need to do properly the
work to train scientific and
technical forces and said that
we should train such forces to
guarantee the future into 50 and
100 years.
As only a tree with healthy
roots bears good fruit, only good
secondary general education
which gives basic knowledge to
students makes it possible to train
more scientific and technical
talents.

As required by the advance
of the time and development of
science and technology, efforts
are channelled into inventing and
perfecting an educational system
to give enough general secondary
knowledge to students.
General
Secretary
Kim Jong Un’s work Let Us
Glorify Ours as the Country
of Education and a Power of
Talents by Bringing about a
Revolution in Education in the
New Century is the guideline.
At present, our education
has greeted a new heyday of its
development.
With the point of view that
the revolution in education
in the new century is the one
among teachers, the work for
improving their qualifications is

pushed ahead, that for updating
educational contents and methods
to meet the requirements of the
developing times and reality is
widely underway and the whole
country
provides
excellent
educational environment and
conditions to students, as their
parents should do.
With the study-while-youwork system in full operation, a
new era of making all people well
versed in science and technology
is being ushered in in the country.
National efforts will be
redoubled to bring earlier
the prosperity of the country
by training more competent
scientific and technical talents of
the new generation and making
all people well versed in science
and technology.

Miracle of Ryonpho
new standard of greenhouse
farm in the country where
vegetables
are
produced
on a modern, intensive and
industrial basis at a high level,
a practical education farm for
diffusing advanced agricultural
technology and a new base for
creating rural civilization.

Despite the first extremely
difficult
conditions
and
environment since the founding
of the country, the farm has
been built as a base for creating
Korean-style rural civilization
in a matter of over 230 days.
People refer to the amazing
creation in the Ryonpho area as

a miracle of Ryonpho.
The miracle of Ryonpho
visually showed the execution
power of the DPRK that surely
does what it decides to do
and the fact that the extent of
civilization and happiness to be
enjoyed by the Korean people
is growing day by day.

WORLD
OPINION

Foolish act
of ‘human
trafficking
superpower’
PROVIDED TO
THE PYONGYANG TIMES

R

ecently, the US staged a farce of
publishing a “memorandum” on
cutting off the government funding
in the fiscal year 2023 to the anti-US
independent countries including Russia,
China, Cuba, Iran, Syria, Nicaragua and
our country over what it called “human
trafficking situation” in these countries.
It is ridiculous enough for the US to
mouth off about the human rights of
other countries at will, posing itself as a
“human rights judge”. But what is really
a sight to see is that the US is clamouring
for “elimination of human trafficking”,
being ignorant of its own pitiful state.
When it comes to human trafficking,
the US is a country unfit to say anything
about that.
That is because the US is the one and
only country in the world that was born
as a result of human trafficking.
The US prides itself on having the
“history of founding” and “history of
prosperity”. But it is the history of human
trafficking written by the blood, sweat and
lives of tens of millions of black slaves
who were sold to the American continent.
The US is also the country where forced
labour and human trafficking are most
prevalent.
According to data released by Denver
University in the US, 23 sectors of the
country including agriculture, tourism,
restaurants and medical institutions
are seeing an increase in the human
trafficking cases, and a minimum of 500
000 people are being subjected to forced
labour, living in conditions similar to the
modern slavery system.
Data from the US State Department
alone shows that the number of people
sold from foreign countries and subjected
to forced labour amounts to over 100 000,
more than half of which are underage
children.
It is already well known to the world
that in the US numerous child workers
are engaged in farming, more than 240
000-350 000 women and children have
been degraded to sex slaves, and tens
of thousands of people have long been
subjected to forced labour being confined
in private prisons.
In the past five years, 11 500 human
trafficking cases were reported from 50
states, which is an increase by several
times compared to 3 200-odd cases in the
past period.
Such a country with a shameful past
and present is now trying to pass itself off
as a “human rights judge”. This is enough
to make a cat laugh.
The US should first keep its nose clean
before worrying about others.

Countries censured for finding fault
with DPRK’s measures to increase
its defence capabilities
Do not court disaster
By Kim Sol Hwa

T

he Korean People’s Army
has recently displayed to
the full its mighty actual
war capacity in response to the
grave situation created on the
Korean peninsula.
The military drill of the KPA
units for the operation of tactical
nukes as well as the test fire
of long-range strategic cruise
missiles are an exercise of the
legitimate right to self-defence
to root out the cause of tension
on the Korean peninsula and to
safeguard peace and stability of
the region and achieve genuine
international justice.
But the Japanese authorities
are finding fault with each and
every measure of ours to enhance
our national defence capabilities.

It is well corroborated by
the fact that the prime minster,
chief cabinet secretary, minister
of defence and others are
vying each other to spit out
such ill words as “violence”,
“provocation” and “threat”,
disregarding the time and
circumstances.
It cannot but be the height of
ignorance and folly devoid of
logical judgment.
It is fair to say that Japan
may lose its reason. It had a
large share in triggering our
military countermeasures by
driving the regional situation
to touch-and-go one, running
wild together with the nuclear
carrier USS Ronald Reagan
strike group in the East Sea of
Korea.
A Korean proverb says “You

reap what you sow.” The Japanese
authorities have lost their mind
in the continuous counterblows
which are powerful enough not
to give them a breathing spell.
Having lost their senses, they
are declaring that they will check
and maintain the facilities of their
nuclear bunkers.
Not content with their criticism
about us, the Japanese authorities
are in their attempts to scare
off us with additional sanctions
measures. It is nothing more
than a last-ditch attempt of an
offender.
Even under the harshest ever
sanctions and blockade, our
country rose to a nuclear power
and military giant which can
annihilate any aggressive forces
on earth and reliably safeguard
peace and security on the Korean

peninsula and in the region.
It seems to us that it will help
keep peace on its islands if
Japan makes up for the crimes it
committed against us rather than
inciting hostility towards us and
pouring an astronomical amount
of funds into the hopeless arms
buildup.
It is self-evident that its security
concern would only increase if
it defiantly lets out a stream of
invective over our exercise of the
legitimate right to self-defence.
Japan should refrain from
doing a foolish act of becoming a
sitting duck by itself and courting
disaster.
The author is researcher at the
Institute for Studies of Japan,
DPRK Ministry of Foreign
Affairs

Better not spit out nonsensical argument
PROVIDED TO
THE PYONGYANG TIMES

R

ecently,
the
foreign
minister of Canada visited
south Korea and Japan
and met with foreign minister
and minister of unification of
south Korea and prime minister
and foreign minister of Japan.
At the meetings she made
preposterous remarks that she
urges north Korea to return to
“dialogue” and go for “nuclear
disarmament” and that she also
insists on the early settlement of
the “abduction issue”.
This has clearly proved once
again that Canada is a hardened

follower of the US.
On October 4, when the
US issued a statement in
“condemnation” of our launch
of a new-type land-to-land
intermediate-range
ballistic
missile, Canada raised the same
voice that our missile launch
threatens peace, security and
stability of the Indo-Pacific.
This year alone, Canada
has taken an active part in
the US racket of anti-DPRK
confrontation
by
issuing
statements in the name of the
prime minister’s office and the
ministry of foreign affairs taking
sides with the US in its antiDPRK policy of hostility.

Canada also stands at the
forefront of the enforcement of
American anti-DPRK policy
of hostility by conducting a
so-called operation “Neon”
under the pretext of monitoring
“sanctions evasion” such as
ship-to-ship transfer, while
participating, without exception,
in the US-led joint military
exercises including “RIMPAC”
and “Pacific Dragon”.
Canada joined the Korean war
following the US and inflicted
indelible wound and misery
upon our people. Given this fact,
it is quite absurd for Canada to
mouth off about our measures
for
strengthening
national

defence capabilities, in disregard
of today’s reality in which the
situation on the Korean peninsula
is becoming more acute because
of the US-led joint military
exercises.
If Canada is so much interested
in “peace” of the Korean
peninsula and the region, it
should first take issue with the
anachronistic anti-DPRK hostile
acts of the US destroying peace
and stability on the Korean
peninsula without any hesitation.
Canada would have a day of
reckoning for its nonsensical
argument. It should take our
advice seriously and consider it
with more prudence.

France should stop futile attempt
By Kim Jin Hyok

T

here is a country in
Western Europe which
frequently finds fault
with the DPRK’s righteous
measures of strengthening
self-defence capabilities. It is
France.
Recently, France stated a
so-called stand on our missile
launches. So stereotyped it is
that we can commit it to memory
even with our eyes closed.
The world knows about the
circumstances behind France’s
possession of nuclear power
and reinforcement of its nuclear
arms. When we recall that, we
can hardly refrain from having
a feeling of discomfort about
the unilateral unfriendly act of
France toward the exercise of

legitimate right to self-defence
by a sovereign country.
In the 1960s, even though
it was not exposed to direct
military threat, France possessed
nuclear weapons purely out of its
ambition to maintain its position
as a traditional big power, saying
that it can never be dependent on
other country and should ensure
its national independence, it is
impossible to become a sovereign
state without nukes and nuclear
deterrent is the best guarantee of
peace.
France claims to be a “model
country” in the field of nuclear
disarmament, asserting that the
ultimate goal of disarmament is a
“world free from the nukes”.
But it is France who is exerting
its efforts to bolster the nuclear
force. For instance, it has spent

€37 billion from 2019 to 2025,
which is €14 billion more than
the amount spent from 2014 to
2019, on modernizing nuclear
weapons. In April last year,
it test-launched a new-type
strategic ballistic missile “M512”.
France continues to get on our
nerves by groundlessly finding
fault with our measures to build
up self-defence capacities against
the US policy of hostility toward
the DPRK and military threats
from it. It is definitely a double
standard and unfair behaviour of
France.
We know French people would
not be happy to hear that France
follows the US.
The DPRK bears no grudge
against and has never done any
harm to France, but it finds fault

with the DPRK over its just act.
This only makes us think that
France is taking sides with the
US in its anachronistic policy of
hostility to the DPRK.
What
we
would
like
to advise is that France,
though belatedly, considers
the situation of the Korean
peninsula from an objective
viewpoint, instead of indulging
itself in unconvincing criticism
for no good reason.
It would become a “power
in Europe” if it maintains
independence in the policy
towards the DPRK as well,
as befits a country leading
the realization of “strategic
independence” of Europe.
The author is researcher at the
Korea-Europe Association
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Briefly
Cuba
President calls for
enhancing role of youth
Cuban President Miguel
Mario Diaz-Canel Bermudez
called for enhancing the
role of young people at the
special plenary meeting of
the national committee of the
Young Communist League of
Cuba on October 22.
He emphasized that the
Young Communist League
should always understand
well what young people like
or dislike and take immediate
measures for correcting all
negative things.
China
FM opposes military
ties between Japan and
Australia
A spokesman for the
Chinese Foreign Ministry
on October 24 said that
China resolutely opposed
the military tie-up between
Japan and Australia as he
answered the question raised
by a journalist on the fact that
the two countries recently
concluded an agreement of
safety.
He stated that the exchange
and cooperation between
countries should not be aimed
at the third party or infringe on
the interests of the third party,
but be helpful to deepening
the mutual understanding
and trust between regional
countries.
A
military
bloc
is
unnecessary in the AsiaPacific
region
and,
furthermore, there is no need
to incite confrontation and a
new cold war between camps,
he asserted.
Russia
Carrier rocket launched
The Russian Aerospace
Force launched a Soyuz-2.1B
carrier rocket at a cosmodrome
on October 21.
Reportedly, it was loaded
with space instruments.
Iran
Hostile acts of UK
countered
The
Iranian
Foreign
Ministry, in a statement on
October 19, said that it would
apply sanctions to British
entities
and
individual
figures that are hostile to the
country.
Saying that the sanctions
serve as a countermeasure
against their support to
terrorist groups and inciting
and agitation of violence,
misanthropy and infringement
on
human
rights,
the
statement stressed that the
British government should
bear responsibility for such
misbehaviour.
COVID-19
Global casualties
According to a foreign
media report, 634 104 675
persons contracted the novel
coronavirus worldwide, 6 587
449 died of it and 14 390 401
were undergoing treatment as
of 24:00 on October 26.
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SPORTS

By Ri Sung Ik PT

T

he final matches of
the autumn amateur
golf tournament took
place at the Pyongyang Golf
Course on October 19-20.
O Kwang Hyok, viceminister
of
Physical
Culture and Sports who is
concurrently chief of the Golf
Association of the DPRK,
said in the opening ceremony
which was held on October
19, that he hoped that all the
participants would achieve
good results while displaying
noble sportsmanship and fair

play with the pride in leading
the spread and development
of golf culture in the country.
There were stroke play,
doubles, skill competition
and water golf amusement
games in the amateur golf
tournament, drawing over 40
amateurs.
In order to ensure fair
play,
the
organizing
committee of the contest
divided participants into four
divisions according to their
level, age and sex. The first
division involved amateurs
whose handicap is less than
97, the second division more

than 98, the third division for
women fans and the fourth
division included the aged
amateurs above 60 who
could not do the whole match
play for their health reasons.
In the stroke play, the
players of the first division
played four rounds with 18
holes, the second- and thirddivision players three rounds
and the fourth-division
players two rounds with 9
holes. The rankings were
decided by bringing the
results together.
Paek Sun Hak won the first
place in the first division,

Kim Myong Nam in the
second division, Jon Kyong
Hui in the third division
and Ryu Song Thaek in the
fourth division.
In the doubles, women
amateurs of the third
division teamed up with
men
amateurs
whose
average handicap is less
than 110 and played two
rounds with 18 holes. The
rankings were decided by
putting together the results
of the two rounds.
Kim Su Ryon and Kim
Jong Chol won the doubles
event.

The final matches of the autumn amateur golf tournament are held at the Pyongyang Golf Course.

Kim Su Ryon, who
competed in the thirddivision, demonstrated her
excellent skills with the
handicap of around 70 in the
preliminaries.
In the skill competition,
which was held through
driving contest, near pin and
hole-in-one, Ho In Chol won
prizes in the driving contest
and near pin by displaying
high skills.
In the closing ceremony on
October 20, diplomas, cups
and relevant prizes were
awarded to excellent players.
During the event in which

80-odd-year-old
golfers
competed in harmony with
those in their twenties, the
doubles and water golf
amusement games were held
in a spectacular way.
Ri Yong Ju, a senior staffer
of the Ministry of Physical
Culture and Sports and one
of the organizers of the
contest, said that the last two
events which were held very
distinctively unlike those
of last year encouraged the
zeal for the contest among
beginners
and
injected
youthful vigour into the aged
golf fans.
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‘It was a game of pleasure, joy’

I

often play golf, but this
is the first time for me
to compete with many
people.
I have never thought that
such young amateurs and
women would play very
well, though I have played
golf for over ten years.

I hope that I will meet them
more frequently in the future.
I feel ten years younger
while playing golf together
with young people at the
Pyongyang Golf Course
which boasts a beautiful
landscape as Lake Thaesong
and Mt Sokchon go well with

each other.
Choe Kyu (aged 76)
I have taken part in a
amateur golf tournament for
the first time.
As many amateur golfers
gathered, I felt more
competitive and had to strike

each ball so carefully.
I only decided to have a
try, and I have taken the first
place.
I offer my gratitude for
providing this excellent
contest in which any amateur
can take part.
Paek Sun Hak

This is the first time I
played the doubles.
As everyone else would
do, I thought much how my
partner and I could play the
game well with one accord.
It was a difficult game, but
I took the first place.
What is most delightful

is that I have reached a
handicap of 70 for the first
time during this contest.
I want to play better in the
future.
I hope that more people
would participate in this
contest.
Kim Su Ryon
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